i/r(u1...un)fi(x1-can be calculated from measurements of k(£x ... £n). The method is applied to gravity survey, where the distribution of masses on a plane S' is to be calculated from the normal force k on another (parallel) plane 2.
(2) By studying suitable smoothing functions we get a lower bound for the maximum modulus of the functions y\r which are consistent with given experimental values of k. The bound is large if k is known to vary rapidly. The bound is also large if a is large and if the Fourier transform of L tends to 0 when a->oo. The results are applied to gravity survey where now we consider the normal force on 2 due to masses of bounded density distributed in the space below 2', where 2' is itself below 2. If the normal force is not uniform the distance between 2 and 2' must not bq too large, the estimate depending on the bound for the density.
Also fairly general conditions are imposed on ^ so that xjs is approximately determined by measurements of k, and an example from the theory of propagation in dispersive media is given where such conditions may be justified.
The gist of the paper is contained in theorems A and B.
I . I n t r o d u c t i o n
1. In the present paper we consider integral equations of the form f where k is measured and ijs is to be determined.
f Such equations occur frequently. The following are some important examples: (a) n -2. Suppose we have a distribution of sources if (x, y) on an infinite plane (e.g. grav tational masses or electric charges) which have an effect k(E,,rj) on a parallel plane (the effect being, for example, the normal force or the potential); provided the fields o f these sources m ay be linearly superposed, and the effect at (£, rj) o f unit source at (x, y) depends only on y) and not on ( x , y) , then the connexion between &(£, y) and ifr(x,y) will be o f the form (1-1).
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Throughout we assume th at k and fr are bounded, where, as usual, we say th at a function / belongs to the class Lp if Occasionally other restrictions will be imposed on ijr.
2. Observe th at a k which satisfies (1*1) is necessarily continuous since which, by the theory of the Lebesgue integral, is small if the e are small. Therefore, the values of k cannot be assumed to be discrete, and can only be measured to within certain non-zero limits of experimental error4 Consider then an application of (1*1) in which any \Jf of the class SF must be expected to occur; in general, a whole range of ^ will be consistent with a given set of measurements of k, namely, any y jrof SF whose transform
lies within the limits of uncertainty of k. Consequently the measurements can only be said to determine those results about x which ar We therefore generalize the problem of para. 1, and propose to establish results of this kind.
Indeterminacy of fr 3.
The clue to finding results which are determined by measurements of k is given by the proof of the theorem: the values of \]r itself are not even approximately determined by measurements of k, however small their uncertainty may be.
To formulate the theorem precisely, assume that the results of measurements of k are presented in the following form:
If k is measured at (£K ... £ni), l < i < N ,w e, put limits ct o of k in a neighbourhood It of (£lt-... £rei), so that
(b) n = 1. Suppose we have an instrument whose response 7 c(t) at time r to an input i/s(t)
is given by
that is, the response at r is calculated from the input before r. Then we have an integral equation of type (1*1), where L(u) = 0 for u < 0.
(c) Suppose we want to calculate the disturbance at one point of a vibrating medium at one time from measurements of the disturbance at another point of the medium; in general, if the differential equations for the disturbance are linear and do not depend on the origin of time the integral equation connecting the disturbances at the two points will be of form (1*1).
% Observe in passing that the kernel L> which characterizes the physical problem, is usually obtained theoretically. We therefore assume that it can be calculated arbitrarily closely, and has no experimental uncertainty.
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N Also in the space 70 outside 2 h we put a bound on 1
We adopt the convention th a t the Iiy 1 are closed and do not overlap. For short, we shall say k, or \]s, is consistent with c j if k or the transform (2*1) of ^ satisfies (3-1) and (3-2). Now we prove: Suppose we have a bounded \]fQ consistent with {kt, c j. Then also is consistent with {k{, c j, where A may be taken arbitrarily large provided only th a t p\ + ... +Vn is also sufficiently large. Observe th a t
where A is the Fourier transform of L; since L is by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, A (px ...pn)->0 as pf + ... +p\ | A A | < eb y choosing p \ + ... +p\ sufficiently large. Now, since L is Lx and \]rQ is bounded, the transform k0 of x jr^ is necessarily continuous, and, since It, l^i^N , are closed, k0 attains its upper and lower bounds in 7i. Therefore there is a so th a t \kQ -ki \ ^ci -S in Also the upper bound of | | in 70 = c0 -£0, <0> 0. I f we make | AA{px... pn ) | less than min (8,80), i J/q + A <J(2 is also consistent with {ki} c j.
In usual language the theorem states th a t xjr is not determined continuously by k if we define the distance between two (bounded) functions k and kx to be the least upper bound of | kkx \ . This definition of distance will be paper.
4.
The preceding proof suggests th a t \J r is not determined by measurements of k because rapidly oscillating }J r have a small k. Accordingly, to get results about ijf from measurements of k, we should look for partial information about i/r which is insensitive to rapid oscillations of or else we m ust restrict the class IF of so as to exclude rapidly oscillating functions altogether.
In § § II and I I I we obtain partial information about , namely, suitably smoothed versions of ijr, and from them we get lower bounds for max | . The results are applied to gravity survey.
In § IV we show for rather general kernels L th a t if \Jf is continuous t]s itself is nearly determined by suitable smoothed versions of it constructed in §11, and therefore by measurements of k. A bound for the modulus of continuity of ijr may in practice be imposed in problems on the propagation of surface waves which are discussed a t the end of the paper.
The result of § IV makes precise, and justifies, the remark a t the beginning of the paragraph. \jfx = ijr0(xx... xn) + A y/(2n)~n ei(-p^+-+PnXn) 5 . It is also shown th at our result are complete in the sense th at the results of § § II to IV mentioned above are not only true for any \J r consistent with measurements {k{, c j, but, under general conditions on L, for any c j there is some \jr which is consistent with {k{, c j.
II. M e t h o d o f s m o o t h i n g rfr
6. In the present section we determine a smoothed version x jr of where 
\{xx...xn) M(px...pn)ei(Plx1 +...+pnxn )dp dp is MPl-Pn) x ]r is bounded and integrable in any finite interval; 
J -CO J -CO
Note th a t the range of integration of (10-1) and (10-2) is finite so th a t for any finite range £ i X* + ... + X *n<A
Since L is Lx, and | iJ rA | is bounded, kA is and since ju is Lx, is We may take Fourier transforms of (10*1) and (10*2) and get since | x jr \is bounded and L is Lx, k is bounded. Also it is integrable in any finite interval.
(iii) We estimate
where the integral converges since k is bounded and integrable by (ii), and A is Lx by (8-3). 11. Necessary and sufficient conditions are known which ensure th a t the Fourier transform of a function is Lx (Doss 1948, p. 173) .j As a m atter of fact, it is not easy to verify for practical M/A if these conditions hold, and in practice one would use some simple conditions as in Titchmarsh (1937, 6-13) ; a slight modification of them covers the functions MjA used in the examples of paras. 13 to 15.
I t now remains to show th a t \]f(x)
is not only determined by {kit c j, bu t th a t there exists a \]r which is consistent with {ki} c j. We prove that, for suitable /i, \jr itself is such a xjr.
ently steep f th a t is, if for any e there is a so th at (|* i I +•••+ then for any {k{, c j there is a \ J rw hich is consistent with {k{, c j.
( 12-1) ( 
12-2)
We prove the result for n -1; the argument can also be c several independent variables, but the details are much more complicated. Observe first, by integrating (1*1), th at the transform of x ]f is
We now choose a kx(E) consistent with (&t-, c j and show th at under (12*1) the transform of ^(x ), is also consistent with {k^ c j. By (12-3) is a ^ consistent with {kt, c j, as required.
Definition of Suppose the intervals I{, Ii+X abut along the line £ = and
kx -cx) < < min (c0, kx + c^ and at the right-hand end
Define &,(£) as follows: for
by a straight line. Observe that kx(£) is everywhere at a distance ^ say, from the bounds (3-1), (3*2), and the modulus of its gradient nowhere exceeds max | rj'i+x -7j\ \l(£'i+1 -£i),0^i<N, say.
Now choose e = \{8jy) in (12-1):
I J -00 r oo roq < 7 \i-x\\ti(£-x)\d J -oo J -00
by (6-2) and (12-1).
Thus 
Examples of theorem A
13. We now apply theorem A to the gravitational problem of 'BC'. The work introduces the transformation of integrals needed in two-dimensional and three-dimensional problems, the latter giving rise to Bessel functions. The integrals A(«J), A (x> y ) corresponding to the smoothing functions e-^3, e~^(x2+v^ tabulated in ' BC '.
14.
The normal field k(E) on a plane S due to a one-dimensional distribution of masses of line density fr(x) on a plane S ' a t a distance a from 2 satisfies where O is the gravitational constant.
We suppose k(E), fr(pc) to be bounded, and integrable in any finite interval. I f we choose as our smoothing function then fi{x) = so th a t ijr(x) -^r(u)e~^x~u)idu, i/r(x) = f k(£) A(x-£) d£, where X(x) = f e~ipt^+a 1 p 1 eixp dp.
J -O C (^T )

J -00
Observe th a t M(p) = j _ * , ) ^, and A/ . P e-l P 2 ift+ « P jQ (p + y2])dp.
(i) M(px, p2) = ~ v-Xvl+plyP as in para. 14.
2/TT
(ii) HP ■ r 00 r °°J -co J -c ei(p1x1 +p2y) dxdy aG l By a *rotation of axes (p1} p2) similar to (ii) we get the required expression for A {x,y).
G. Kreisel To verify th a t A is
Lx we show th a t A = 0(«2 + ?/2)~i . Integrate J e J0(pr) dp three times by parts, using the relations
16. In the present section we determine a lower bound for max | | . Such a bound is certainly determined by measurements {kiy c j, since the maximum of | j is not less than th a t of the smoothed versions of * J r obtained in theorem A, which are known to be determined by {kiy cj. In any case m a x |^|:
Now, by para. 3, rapidly oscillating \Jr have a small k, and it is easy to see th a t smooth \Jr have a smooth k. Thus if k oscillates rapidly with noticeable amplitude the lower bound for max | xjr | should be large. This is got by a modification of (16*1). Suppose there are two points (£t .. We consider functions of one variable, n = 1, write to make xx = 0, and for given {ki t c j we construct a su 
18.
Lemma I. If /(£) is a rational function, regular in the upper half-plane, and Lx on the real axis, Z(£; a) satisfies (17-1), is bounded and integrable in any finite interval, a n d p > 0, then (17*3) and (17*5) hold. Assume r * ( B / ( 0 e « # + O,
J -00
since otherwise there is nothing to prove. Observe th a t/(£ ) and £(£) are 0(| £ |~2) for large | £ |, since they are rational and Lx on the real axis. Therefore
where the inversion of the order of integration is justified, since the integrals are absolutely convergent. We integrate /(£) L(£-x \a ) eip$ round the contour of a large semicircle in the upper half-plane; since p > 0, the integrand is £ |~4) over the circu apply the calculus of residues, and find 
19.
We now have to construct a function/(£) which ensures th a t for some 0 (17*4) holds.
In lemma I I we state sufficient conditions on /(£), and in lemma I I I we define a function satisfying these conditions. lif n{Z) is regular in 9/ > 0, and satisfies (20*4) and (20*5), gn{z) is regular in | 2 | < 1, ^f o j e * ')] = %n(0) on 2 = e i d ( O < 0 < 2 tt), gn(i) = 0 . yn(z) is unique; for, since %n(6) is continuous there is a unique harmonic function in | 2 | < 1 with boundary values %n{0); its conjugate is determined except for an arbitrary constant which is fixed by the condition gn(i) = 0.
(ii) gn(z) is a polynomial. Let m be the integral p art of \{n~ 1). Then
(1 + cos0)n -(1 -cos#)r m 2 ZnC.. For any {k{, c j and c > 0, we are to find an so th at (1) for a > a 0, any x [r whose maximum modulus < c, is inconsistent with [k{, c j; (2) for a > a0 we can construct a ip-, \t/r\<c, which is consistent with { Examples of theorem B
22.
We return to the problem of gravity survey of para. 14 and use the notation introduced there. We ask : How near to 2 must the irregularities in the density \J r on S' be to account for the measured gravitational field k ? That is, we want an upper \lr{x) dx bound for a so th at 20a be consistent with k. J -oo (£ -x)2 + a* To apply theorem B we require an upper bound for the surface density \Jr\ note that since the volume density is bounded this can be got if we can estimate the thickness of the layer S', where the irregularities in density are concentrated.
Apply theorem B to the integral equation ( 
so that the left-hand side of the inequality tends to infinity with a as a ePa. The righthand side is independent of a so th at the inequality provides an upper bound for a.
23.
I t is easy to give bounds for the depth of the irreguliarities in density in terms of the volume density if we consider the field of masses distributed in the half-space y>a.
Still considering a two-dimensional problem we measure y downwards from the plane S (y = 0). Let the variations in volume density be \Jr(x,y), ifr(x,y) = 0 for y < a, and suppose k(E) is finite. Then
Proof. To avoid irrelevant complications due to the fact th at, if | | is only required to be bounded a t arbitrary depth, lc{£) need not exist a t all, we work in terms of &'(£) instead of k(E). We express afterwards the result in terms of 
IV. D i s c u s s i o n o f s m o o t h i n g
In the present section we mention some further applications of the method of proof and of the results of theorem A.
24.
The crucial step in the proof of theorem A is the elimination of the Fourier transform Ko f kb y the expression (10*5) in para. 10 (i). This is also of use problems where the eigenfunctions are simply harmonic waves, e.g. in para. 29, and the answers are obtained in the form (24*2) is in practice superior to (24*1); it shows th a t the answer is determined con tinuously by k since / is Lx, while, if k can only be assumed to be L therefore the integrand of (24*1), are not. In other words, K is not determined by measurements of k, but its ' smoothed version ' (24* 1) is. The virtue of the step from (24*1) to (24*2) is th a t it eliminates the difficulties due to the indeterminacy of K which is irrelevant to the result considered above.
Another use of the transformation is th at (24*1) is derived for functions k which have a Fourier transform. (24*2) is at any rate defined for a wider class, e.g. for any bounded k, and it can often be shown to be the required result in the general case, cf. paras. 10 (ii) and 29 (a).
Restrictions on ifr
25.
The results of theorem A can be used to determine x ]f itself if rapidly oscillating i]r may be excluded, since then ijr is determined by \Jr. More precisely, we show:
If ijr is bounded (| xjf\<c), continuous a t (xx ...xn), and, as in (12*1), if to any 8 and e, there is a j is atisfying (6*2), (8*2) and (8*3) so th at Since ^ is determined continuously by k, and r\ is arbitrary, this proves the result. Note th at the ijrx constructed in para. 13 is continuous, so that for any {k{, c{} there always exists a continuous x jr consistent with c j.
Restriction on
26.
Observe also that though generally the Fourier transform of measured functions comes into the statement of practical results only via an integral of the form (24-1), there are important applications of (1*1) where ijr may be so restricted th at its asymptotic behaviour is expressed simply in terms of ; e.g. take = 1, and suppose T ( = <J(2n) K/A) is known to be of the form A(p)ei^p\ is so smooth and small a t infinity, x(p ) is known a r o ô J(2n)~1
T eipx dp may be evaluated by Kelvin's principle of stationary phase and integrate by parts twice. Thus by 29 (6) n(x, y; t) is continuously determined by /r(£, rj\ t).
(c) When n(x, y; t) = J 7T{u, 0; 0) L%{x -u, y\ t) du
